mountains are the Tusci, and the Diduri; and near the Caspian sea are the Udai, the Alonta, the Isondae, and the Gerri; below the mountain ridge are the Bosphori, and on both sides of the Bosphori are the Cimmeri; on the sea coast of the Pontus are the Achaei, the Cercitas, the Heniochi, and the Suanococchi; then above Albania the Senarae.

The towns and villages on the lesser Rhombitus river are

Axaraba 70 50 30
on the Psathis river
Auchis 70 40 49 40
on the Vardamus river
Scopelus 68 48
Suruba 72 48 20
Corusia 73 40 48 30
Ebiropa 75 20 48 30
Seraca
on the Burcas river
Cucunda 70 47 45
on the Thessyris river
Batrace 71 47 30
and on the Corax river
Naana 73 30 47 15
Towns in the highest mountains
Abunis 73 48
Nasunia 74 48
Halmia 75 48

CHAPTER IX

Location of Colchis
(Third map of Asia)

COLUMBUS is terminated on the north by a part of Sarmatia as we have said; on the west by a part of the Pontus Euxine which extends from the Corax river to the bend, where the Phasis empties into the sea, which part is thus described:

Dioscurias 71 10 46 45
mouth of the Hippus river 71 46 30
mouth of the Cyaneus river 71 30 46 10
Neapolis 71 30 46 15
mouth of the Cyaneus river 71 30 46 10
Sigameum 71 30 45 45
Aea town 72 45 30
mouth of the Chariustus river 72 45 15
mouth of the Phasis river 72 30 45
Phasis town 72 30 44 45

It is bounded on the south by the Pontus, hence extending along Cappadocia to the line we have mentioned; thence by a part of Armenia Major along that boundary to the terminus which is located in 74 47 on the eastern border is Iberia along the line as far as the Caucasus 75 47

The Lazai occupy the maritime coast of Colchis; the bordering region the Marrai inhabit, and the races which are in the Ecririca section.

In the interior region the towns and villages are

Mechlessus 74 30 46 45
Madia 74 15 46 15
Sarace 73 45
Surium 73 20 44 40
Zadris 74 44 40

CHAPTER X

Location of Iberia
(Third map of Asia)

IBERIA is bounded on the north by the part of Sarmatia which we have mentioned; on the west by Colchis along that line to which we have referred; on the south by a part of Armenia Major, which extends from the terminus in the confines of Colchis to a terminus the location of which is in 77 47

The following are the towns and villages in this country:

Lubium village 75 40 46 50
Agina 75 46 30
Vasaeda 76 46 20
Varica 75 20 46
Sura 75 45 20
Artanissa 75 40 46
Mestlete 74 40 45
Zalissa 76 44 40
Harmastica 75 44 30

CHAPTER XI

Location of Albania
(Third map of Asia)

THE Albanian border on the north extends along the part of Sarmatia which we have described; on the west it is bounded by Iberia along the line designated; on the south by a part of Armenia Major which extends from the terminus near the border of Iberia to the Hyrcanium sea where the Cyrus river empties into it, which is in 79 40 44 30 on the east by the Hyrcanium sea extend-
There are two marshy islands near Albania, the middle of which is in 80 30 45

CHAPTER XII

Location of Armenia Major
(Third map of Asia)

ARMENIA is terminated on the north by a part of Colchis, by Iberia, and Albania on the line which we have indicated as running along the Cyrus river; on the west by Cappadocia along the accessible part of the Euphrates and the part of Pontus Cappadocia which extends as far as the Colchis border after passing through the Mosechius mountains; on the east by a part of the Hyrcanium sea from the mouth of the Cyrus river to the terminus the location of which is in 79 45 43 20 and by Media on the line leading to the Caspius mountains and along these mountains, the termini of which are located in 79 42 30 and 80 30 40 on the south it is terminated by Mesopotamia along the line of the Taurus mountains which begins at the Euphrates river, the location of which is 71 30 38 and extends to the Tigris river in 75 30 38 30 then by Assyria on a line extending along the Niphates mountains, that line which we have said continues in a direct line as far as the indicated terminus of the Caspius mountains.

The noted mountains of Armenia are the Moschici extending along that part of Pontus Cappadocia, which is above them, and the Paryardes mountains, the terminal positions of which are 75 43 20 and 77 42 and the Udacespes mountains the central part of which is in 80 30 40 and a part of the Antitaurus mountains located on this side of the Euphrates, the middle of which is 72 41 40 and that which is called the Abas mountains the middle part of which is in 77 41 10 and the Gordyaei mountains, the middle of which is located in 75 39 40

The rivers which flow through this land are the Araxes river, the mouth of which is
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